BUTCHER BABIES™

Our Rules of Fairness

This website is maintained by Butcher Babies™ (the band), its members and its related individuals and entities. We invite our fans to interact with us. However, you must be fair to all users and these are our Rules of Fairness. While we respect your right to disagree, if you do not agree with these Rules, you may not access, browse or use our website. Please immediately discontinue your activities.

1. This website is not for children under 13 years of age.

2. You are responsible for any use of your account with us, so make sure you are careful when you select your username and password and how you protect both after your account with us is created.

3. You may not impersonate anyone else when signing up for or maintaining your account.

4. You may not try to disrupt or interfere with the operation of our website.

5. If you want to promote the band, our members, our music and/or our shows, tours and other activities, please contact us first bb@rockthebutcherblock.com.

6. We decide in our absolute discretion what is appropriate to be posted on our website. You may not post spam, porn or anything else we deem illegal, inappropriate, harassing, bullying, infringing or otherwise objectionable to us. If you think someone has posted this sort of content, please immediately let us know. Contact us at bb@rockthebutcherblock.com

7. We respect your privacy. We expect you to respect ours and that of our fans and anyone else who visits our website. If the law requires it, we may reveal information about you, including what is known as personally identifiable information (“PII”). We may also reveal or use PII if necessary to investigate abuse(s) or misuse(s) of our website.

8. We do not accept user content, so if you post any comments, they are ours to use as we decide and without compensation to you or anyone else. If you think these Rules of Fairness, our Terms of Use and/or our Privacy Policy have been breached and/or otherwise violated, please immediately let us know bb@rockthebutcherblock.com
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